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Dear fellow-countrymen,

We are celebrating the 25-th anniversary of our republic. Two and a half decades of basic changes,
establishment of principle, fundamental institutes, what was full of excitements and riders, desperate
moments and the complacency to challenge them.
25 years are just an instance for the history, especially for a newly formed country, that had obtained
bad heritage from the past, standing in not a beneficial geographical and political position. These years
proved to be a serious trial in the life of our nation, following one after the other difficulties, outer
challenges and being in a real martial law fired the strong will of our nation, emphasized the necessity of
unification and reminded to us the price of independence...
Today there are no less difficulties and the uncertainty concerning our following day, for the command
of circumstances, alas, hasn't yet disappeared. This had also been proved by our self-discipline in the
four-day war in Artsakh, the rapid solidarity counterattack of generations for the sake of independence
and future. The independence brought  to us new approaches and healthy unconstrained mentality. The
independence generation is 25 years old, aware of its rights, not tolerating the evil, acknowledging the
importance of good deeds.
We have to confess with joy, that to replace is coming a new generation of independence having a new
mentality, with fresh approaches and a new breath. As a representative of the Chamber of Advocates of
the Republic of Armenia, I can't fail to announce content about the young complementing the rows of
our advocates. A great number of people enters the School of Advocates and gives successfully the
qualification examination in order to become an advocate, to whom are extraneous the perverse
occurences of soviet orders, to whom are declining corruption exposures and who can't imagine, what
means to be not independent. The edges for their comparison is the exemplary experience of
progressive countries, the landmark - having a more prosperous and safe country...

I congratulate all of us on the occasion of the Independence of the Republic of Armenia, wish army
without losses of military capacity, established and independent legal system, acting with their full value
state institutes, peaceful and prosperous country. Let each of us proudly wear the noble title of A FULL
VALUE CITIZEN OF AN INDEPENDENT COUNTRY...
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